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Hey BACers!  Typically with Week 2 we see a little more ‘settling in’ as the initial nerves have settled, coaches have 

gotten to know the kids better, and some of the other wrinkles have been ironed out.   

 

Here are a couple of items we wanted to communicate about this week 

 

UPCOMING MEETS 

We’ve previously communicated about this, but in case you haven’t checked them out, there are two important 

documents about meets in general posted on our web.  The first is the 2022-23 meet schedule – especially good for 

those of you that like to plan ahead.  The second is an “FAQ” document – especially good for those of you that are 

newer to USAS meets. 

We don’t have ANY meets posted on our web yet, but we will by early next week (or maybe over the weekend).  The 

first three deadlines we’re going to be looking at our for our Spooktacular, for the VAST meet in late October, and for 

the Holland Bus Trip in early November.  We’ll send a separate email with information on each once we have them open 

and posted 

 

TEAM CAPS 

If you haven’t seen them yet, we’ve been handing out the cool new team caps to kids at practice.  They’re included in 

your fall fee, so if your swimmer hasn’t gotten one yet be sure to have them bug their coach!   

We also have a team rule that we don’t allow other teams caps at our practices.  We love the summer and HS teams that 

our swimmers participate on, but we don’t want BAC swimmers in BAC practices repping another team.  Swimmers are 

welcome to wear team caps or generic/fun/design caps, just not caps from another team. 

 

PARENTS ON THE POOL DECK 

One aspect of USA Swimming insurance coverage is that there are separate areas on the pool deck for those that are 

‘active in practice’ (coaches and swimmers) and those that are ‘spectators’ (parents, grandparents, other visitors).   

Obviously, this functions differently at different pools, and some facilities (Sauk Prairie for example) have their own 

rules.  But in general a good practice for parents that want to be on deck is to observe from a greater distance and more 

discreetly.   Too often having a parent too close or too involved actually detracts from the experience for the swimmer. 

 

MADISON.COM SWIMMING ARTICLE 

Finally, an article that you might find interesting, from Madison.com 

How coaches are fighting burnout, mental health issues with creativity in girls swimming (madison.com) 

While the focus is on mental health and preventing ‘burnout’ for HS Girls swimming, the lessons and the message are 

applicable to a USA Swimming season as well.  A lot of the main things mentioned – appropriate breaks, a fun 

atmosphere, quality over quantity – are core tenets of how we’ve been running practices for a number of years now.  

Focusing on the long-term development of the swimmer should always take precedence over a short-term grind. 

But the coolest thing about the article is the number of BAC and BAC-adjacent people that the reporter talked to.  We 

counted about 10 different BACers mentioned, including swimmers, coaches, former coaches, junior coaches, and 

parents!  Great to be reminded of how many connections we have in the community and how big our ‘Swamily’ is!! 

 

Keep an eye out for a meet-related email soon, and GO BAC! 

https://madison.com/sports/high-school/swimming/how-coaches-are-fighting-burnout-mental-health-issues-with-creativity-in-girls-swimming/article_31ad6c1c-121d-571f-b2e2-3dd347768bd5.html

